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Abstract: A Parallel Single Level Store systems (PSLS) integrates a shared virtual memory
and a parallel file system. Managing globally the data, they provide programmers of sci-
entific applications with the attractive shared memory programming model combined with
a large and efficient file system in a cluster. In this paper, we present a cheap and efficient
two-level checkpointing approach enabling a PSLS to tolerate failures.
The first level checkpointing algorithm is very efficient and saves data in memory but
requires a large amount of memory space. When memories are saturated, an alternative
algorithm, saving a checkpoint on disks is implemented. Performance results present the
impact of different variants of the checkpointing algorithms.
Key-words: Distributed systems, fault tolerance, single level store system, shared virtual
memory, parallel file system
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Un algorithme de point de reprise à deux niveaux pour la haute
disponibilité dans un système à stockage uniforme des données
Résumé : Les systèmes parallèles à stockage uniforme des données (PSLS) intègrent une
mémoire virtuelle partagée et un système de gestion de fichiers parallèles. Grâce à une
gestion globale des données, ils offrent au programmeur le modèle de programmation par
mémoire partagée combiné à un système de fichier à grande capacité de stockage et à haute
performance. Dans cet article, nous présentons un système efficace de sauvegarde de points
de reprise à deux niveaux, permettant d’introduire des mécanismes de tolérance aux fautes
dans un PSLS. Grâce à une sauvegarde des données en mémoire, le premier niveau de
point de reprise est très efficace, cependant il nécessite une grande quantité d’espace mé-
moire. Lorsque les mémoires sont saturées, un second algorithme sauvegarde un point de
reprise permanent sur disques. Les résultats d’une évaluation des performances de dif-
férentes variantes de l’algorithme de sauvegarde de points de reprise sont présentés.
Mots-clé : Systèmes distribués, tolérance aux fautes, stockage uniforme des données,
mémoire virtuelle partagée, système de gestion de fichiers parallèles
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1 Introduction
A Parallel Single Level Store system (PSLS) is particularly attractive for the execution of
long-running parallel applications, such as numerical simulations on clusters of worksta-
tions. Effectively, such applications are often based on the natural shared memory program-
ming model and perform a large amount of inputs and outputs. To cope with this twofold
requirement, a PSLS integrates a Shared Virtual Memory (SVM) [1, 12], thus providing
programmers with a simple and attractive programming model, and a Parallel File System
(PFS) [7, 16] to enable a large and efficient disk storage. PFSs usually provide high disk
bandwith by fragmenting a file on several disks of different cluster nodes, enabling parallel
accesses to fragments. Unfortunately, interfaces are quite complex which is contradictory
with the presence of a simple shared memory programming support. A PSLS provides a
simple mapping interface to a PFS: parallel files are mapped into a global virtual address
space and all file operations are implicitly performed through memory reads and writes in
the SVM thus releasing programmers from explicitly managing data transfers between disks
and memories. Moreover, concurrent accesses to the same data file are automatically man-
aged by the SVM coherence protocol [14]. In the global address space, the volatile data,
which life time is the duration of the computation, cohabit with mapped data, which have a
counterpart in the PFS. However in this paper, we focus on the mapped data management.
Unfortunately, PSLS systems are implemented on clusters that are made up of a large
number of components and thus are vulnerable to failures which is unappropriate for long-
running applications. To deal with this, we propose a PSLS providing an efficient support
for high-availability. Our system does not require any specific and expensive hardware and
relies on a Backward Error Recovery (BER) approach where a coherent state of the system
is periodically snapshot and stored in stable storage and restored in the event of a failure.
In this paper, we present an efficient two-level checkpointing approach where check-
points are established as much as possible in memory thus avoiding costly disks operations.
However this algorithm requires a large amount of extra memory for the duration of the
checkpoint creation and the system may reach a deadlock situation if memories become
saturated. We propose an alternative algorithm to solve this potential bottleneck problem.
Moreover the implementation of this algorithm, called the cleaner checkpoint algorithm
provides additionnal guarantees in term of fault-tolerance. Indeed, it enables to tolerate
power cut failures in the cluster. We study the impact on performance of several variants
of the cleaner checkpoint algorithm. Note that the whole checkpointing algorithm deals
with volatile and mapped data of the PSLS as well as with the private state of each applica-
tion process. In this paper, we only focus on mapped data management, volatile data and
process checkpoint management being described in other papers [8, 9]. The remainder of
the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our system model and fault-tolerance
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assumptions, Section 3 depicts the checkpointing alorithms, the evaluation of the variants
are presented in Section 4. Section 5 describes related works before the conclusion.
2 System Model
Data management A PSLS defines a global virtual address space on top of distributed
nodes, giving the illusion of a global shared memory (including memory and PFS contents).
The unit of access and transfer on this global address space is the memory page.
An overview of a PSLS system is depicted on Figure 1. Each node is composed of a
processor, a memory and a PFS disk. In this example, node 0 stores pages 0, 2 and 4, whereas
node 1 stores pages numbered 1 and 3 in their PFS disk. However, PFS pages mapped into
the PSLS global address space at initialisation are accessible to all nodes. Nevertheless,
they are not loaded in memory. Afterwards, when a page is referenced, through a standard
read or write operation, if the page is already loaded, standard SVM mechanisms are used to
retrieved or replicate the page otherwise, the PSLS management downloads the page from
the PFS.
Data replication in an SVM leads to the presence of several copies of a page in different
memories. A coherence protocol managing both mapped and volatile pages is implemented
in order to ensure the consistency of multiple copies. Our PSLS is based on sequential
consistency model [4] implemented with a write-invalidate protocol.
SLS global address space
Memory Memory
Node 0 Node 1
0 1 3
43210
1
0 2 4 1 3
Figure 1: PSLS architecture
High-availability assumptions We consider a system composed of failure-independent
nodes operating in a fail-silent mode. Our system is able to tolerate simultaneous transient
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failures and a single permanent failure leading to the loss of one node contents (memory
and PFS disk) as well as a computing node. The failure of a node component leads to the
unavailability of the whole node. Nodes are failure-independent. We assume that nodes
are connected by a reliable interconnection network. Our system relies on backward error
recovery [11] which is a recovery technique well-suited to high performance parallel appli-
cations: a consistent system state (a checkpoint) is periodically saved and stored on stable
storage and restored upon detection of a failure. A stable storage ensures that (1) data is not
altered and remains accessible despite a failure (permanence property), and that (2) data is
updated atomically in presence of failures (atomicity property).
The coherence of the checkpoint is ensured by an incremental global coordinated check-
pointing policy where all nodes save simultaneously a checkpoint [2]. A two-phase commit
protocol [5], where a previous checkpoint is invalidated only when the new one is validated,
guarantees the atomic update of a checkpoint.
3 A two-level checkpointing approach
The ultimate goal of our system is to provide an efficient checkpointing algorithm. No ded-
icated hardware is required, stable storage is simply ensured by replicating every page on
two different nodes. We designed a two-level checkpointing approach: an efficient algo-
rithm, the memory checkpoint is used by default and creates a checkpoint in memories.
Unfortunately, establishing a memory checkpoint is not always possible due to lack of mem-
ory space and an alternative algorithm is proposed: the cleaner checkpoint algorithm. We
detail these two checkpoint algorithms in the following.
3.1 Memory checkpoint
In order to efficiently establish a checkpoint, a default and efficient checkpoint algorithm
called memory checkpoint is proposed which exploits the high bandwidth between memo-
ries in a cluster. In the PSLS, each page has two copies called recovery copies belonging to
the checkpoint. Establishing a new checkpoint consists in creating two new recovery copies
for each page that has been modified since the last checkpoint. A page is clean if its copies
in memory are identical to the disk copy. If the disk copy of a page is not up-to-date (the
up-to-date copy being in memory), this page is called a dirty page. Pages that have to be
checkpointed are thus those that have been loaded from the PFS disks into memory and that
have been modified since the last checkpoint.
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The stability of recovery copies stored in memory is implemented by having two recov-
ery copies for each page that are located in two different node memories. The stability of
data stored on the PFS is implemented with a mirroring mechanism.
No disk access is needed to establish a memory checkpoint as new recovery data is
created in memory. The memory checkpoint algorithm is thus efficient.
Data stored in memory belongs to one of the following category:
  Active data is data used for computation and which does not belong to a checkpoint.
  Readable recovery data represents recovery data not modified since the last check-
point. It remains readable and can be used for standard execution as long as it is not
modified. Upon modification it becomes pure recovery data.
  Pure recovery data represents recovery data, no longer usable for standard execu-
tion, this data is restored in the event of failure.
A memory checkpoint is composed of recovery pages present in memory (pure or read-
able) and pages stored on the PFS which have no recovery copy in memory. This decompo-
sition ensures the coherence of a checkpoint.
The memory checkpoint algorithm is very similar to the one presented in details in [9]
for a SVM system. In the SVM, two kinds of page exist: unique and replicated pages. A page
is unique if it is writable or, readable but not yet replicated. During the first phase of the
two-phase commit algorithm, new recovery data is created. During this phase, performed
in parallel by each node, the recovery data belonging to the previous checkpoint and the
recovery data belonging to the on-going checkpoint cohabit in memory. The algorithm
works as follows:
  Unique pages: each unique page is transformed into a pre-recovery data, which
represents data belonging to the on-going checkpoint but not yet validated. Moreover,
a pre-recovery replica of the page is created on another node.
  Replicated pages: for each page present in several memories, two replicas are trans-
formed into pre-recovery copies. This optimization saves some memory space and
avoids data transfers on the network as well, thus increasing the overall efficiency of
the memory checkpointing algorithm.
The second phase is local to each node. Pure recovery pages belonging only to the
previous checkpoint are discarded. Readable recovery data belonging to both checkpoints
remains unchanged and pre-recovery data is transformed into readable recovery data.
If a failure is detected before the end of the first phase the previous checkpoint (com-
posed of pure and readable recovery data) is restored. If the failure is detected during the
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second phase, the new checkpoint (composed of readable recovery and pre-recovery data)
is restored.
During the first phase, potentially four memory items are required to ensure that one
page is correctly checkpointed: for instance, two pure recovery data belonging to the pre-
vious checkpoint and two pre-recovery data belonging to the new checkpoint may exist in
the system. This constraint is quite strong and the system may reach a deadlock situation
where not enough room is available to establish a checkpoint. To cope with this situation,
we propose an alternative algorithm which involves disk operations and enables to empty
the memory while taking simultaneously a checkpoint: this algorithm, called the cleaner al-
gorithm writes back some data into the PFS, establishes a permanent checkpoint and ensures
that memory checkpoints are going to be possible in the future.
3.2 Cleaner checkpoint algorithm
PFS disks implement mirroring. At initialization, when a page is created in the PFS, two
copies are created, a primary and a mirror copy, on two distinct nodes.
The goal of the cleaner algorithm is to clean the memory by writing back into PFS
mapped pages that have been loaded and modified into memory at their PFS address (on
place). Since in this algorithm disk accesses are unavoidable, we take benefit of this al-
gorithm to save a checkpoint exclusively on disks. This way, we implement a permanent
checkpoint which enables to tolerate power cut failures affecting the whole cluster. As a
consequence, PFS disk write operations are not enabled between checkpoints and are only
performed during the cleaner checkpoint algorithm.
The algorithm works as follows: all dirty pages are copied back on their correponding
PFS disk which permanence is ensured by the use of mirroring in the PFS. Clean active
mapped pages do not need to be checkpointed. Dirty mapped pages need to be written back
on the PFS and the PFS mirror. Readable recovery pages need to be written back on the
PFS as well, in order to guarantee the consistency of the checkpoint. Finally, pure recovery
pages are simply discarded since the corresponding modified active page is checkpointed.
How precisely the mirroring is implemented can be found in [8]. The cleaner algorithm
is also performed according to a two-phase commit algorithm thus ensuring the atomicity
of the checkpoint and the atomic write operation of the primary and mirror PFS pages. The
cleaner algorithm fullfills two functions: cleaning the memory and establishing a permanent
checkpoint. The cleaner algorithm could be launched on demand when a deadlock situation
is about to occur (such a situation can be detected by maintaining counters on the memory
occupation centralized on the coordinator of checkpointing for example). It is also called
periodically to establish a permanent checkpoint.
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Example
In this section, we present an example illustrating the functioning of the PSLS. Figure 2
represents the considered initial state of the PSLS. There are 5 mapped pages. Page 0, 1
and 2 are loaded in node 0 and node 1 memories. Page 3 is loaded only in the memory of
node 1 and page 4 is loaded in the memory of node 0. Plain, striped and squared squares
with the same number represent different versions of the same page. White squares repre-
sent recovery data and grey squares active data. On disks, only copies represented by white
squares belong to the current memory checkpoint. All disk copies belong to the last per-
manent checkpoint. Readable recovery copies are located in the first line in memory while
pure recovery copies are located in the second line in memory. Initially, page 0 corresponds
to a page that has been loaded in memory, modified, checkpointed in memory and modified
afterwards. It is shared by nodes 0 and 1 and thus two dirty active copies exist in memo-
ry. Page 0 has two pure recovery copies in memory and its disk copies are not up to date.
Page 4 is similar to page 0 except that it is not currently shared thus a single copy exist in
memory. Page 1 has been modified, checkpointed in memory and not modified after the last
checkpoint. Thus, there are two readable recovery copies corresponding to page 1. Disk
copies are not up to date. Page 2 has been modified after the last checkpoint. Thus it is not
yet been checkpointed in memory. Recovery copies of dirty page 2 are its two disk copies.
Page 3 has been loaded in the memory of node 1. It has not been modified thus the contents.
For clean page 3, the recovery copies are the disk copies. Their contents is identical to the
contents of the memory copy.
Each page is located in two disks as mirroring is implemented.
Figure 3 represents the state of the PSLS after a memory checkpoint has been saved.
New recovery copies have been created only for modified active pages, namely page 0, 2
and 4. The two existing copies of page 0 and 2 have been exploited and simply transformed
into readable recovery copies. As only one copy exists in memory for page 4, a new copy
is created in node 1. Existing readable copies of page 1 are left unchanged. Pure recovery
copies are discarded as they do not belong to the new checkpoint. The disk is not accessed
during a memory checkpoint. However, as page 2 now has recovery copies in memory, its
disk copies do not belong anymore to the current memory checkpoint and are now grey.
Figure 4 represents the state of the PSLS after a permanent checkpoint has been saved (with
no cleaning). All dirty pages are copied to disk to ensure the existence of a coherent per-
manent checkpoint on disks. Dirty pages 0, 2, 4 are copied back to disk. Page 2 readable
recovery copies need also be copied back to disk as they belong to the new checkpoint. No
action is required for page 3 which is clean.
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Active Data +
Readable Recovery
Active or
Outdated data
MemoryMemory
SLS global address space
Node 0 Node 1
Mirror Mirror
Pure Recovery
Recovery Data
32
3
0
0
1
4
1
4
2 41
3 2
0
0 4
1
1
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Figure 2: Initial state
Active Data +
Readable Recovery
Active or
Outdated data
MemoryMemory
SLS global address space
Node 0 Node 1
Mirror Mirror
Pure Recovery
Recovery Data
0 1 2 4 0 1 2 4
3
0 1 2 3 4
3
0 2 4
1
1
0 2 43
Figure 3: New state after a memory checkpoint
Cleaner strategies
Several variants of the cleaner algorithm may be considered. However, for each of these
variants, a permanent checkpoint is taken onto disk. Basically these variants differ by the
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Active Data +
Readable Recovery
Active or
Outdated data
MemoryMemory
SLS global address space
Node 0 Node 1
Mirror Mirror
Pure Recovery
Recovery Data
40 1 2 0 1 2 3
0 1 2 43
0 2 4 1 3
1 3 0 2 4
Figure 4: New state after a permanent checkpoint
state of the memories after a checkpoint has been established as regard to what extent it
reflects the working set of application processes.
The most radical form is to empty completely the memory: this way, an application
looses its working set that has to be loaded again from the PFS which remains quite costly.
The other extreme would be to keep all pages in memory, after having discarded pure
recovery data that are not relevant anymore. This way, the application working set is kept
thus reflecting the application access patterns. However, the memory is alleviated only
from the pure recovery data, which may be not enough to be able to establish a memory
checkpoint later on.
Several intermediate variants can be defined, such as keeping all writable pages, or all
writable pages plus one copy of a readable page, or removing pages until a treshhold is
reached according to a LRU standard algorithm.
In this paper we study five variants. We consider two extreme policies : the no cleaning
policy in which no active and readable recovery copy is discarded from memory and the total
cleaning policy in which all active and readable recovery copies are evicted from memory.
Three additional variants have been studied. The first cleaning policy keeps in memory only
one copy for each clean page, two copies for each dirty active mapped page which are two
readable recovery copies and the two readable recovery copies for each page previously
checkpointed in memory. The second cleaning policy keeps only one copy for each clean
page, two readable recovery copies for each dirty mapped active page. It discards readable
recovery copies belonging to the previous checkpoint. The third cleaning policy keeps only
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one active copy for each page loaded in memory and keeps readable recovery copies of the
previous checkpoints.
3.3 Rollback recovery
Memory and permanent checkpoints are established periodically, the period for permanent
checkpoints obviously being much larger. In addition, when memories are saturated and
a memory checkpoint is no longer contemplated, a cleaner checkpoint algorithm is called,
even if the period has not elapsed between two permanent checkpoints.
When a transient or a permanent failure is detected, the system is rolled back to the last
checkpoint whether it is a memory or a permanent checkpoint and the treatment slightly
differs. When a power cut occurs, the system is rolled back to the last permanent checkpoint.
Handling transient failures
Upon detection of a transient failure, if the last checkpoint is a memory checkpoint, all dirty
active pages present in memory are discarded, pure recovery pages are restored into readable
recovery data whereas readable recovery data as well as clean copies remain unchanged.
If the last checkpoint is a permanent one, memory pages (recovery or dirty active data)
are discarded, since the recovery data is the data stored on disk. Note that clean pages need
not be evicted from memory.
Handling permanent failures
Upon detection of a permanent failure, the same rollback procedure is applied as in the case
of a transient failure. Nevertheless, in addition, the faulty node has been lost as well as its
disk and memory contents. The memories should then be reconfigurated in order to be able
to tolerate again a failure righ away. To this end, each page, whose recovery replica was
stored on the faulty node memory or respectively disk, needs to be replicated on another
memory node, respectively disk node. Moreover a spare manager (SVM and PFS) must be
defined for pages which were managed by the faulty node. For a complete description of
the rollback, see [9] and [8].
In the event of a permanent checkpoint restoration for both transient and permanent
failure, all dirty pages are evicted from memory. This means that after the rollback, disk
accesses may be required in order to rebuild the modified part of the working set of the
application. To avoid this, it is possible to anticipate and to load in advance the pages which
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were active, from the PFS. The same strategies as the ones driving the cleaner algorithm
variants may be considered to select the data to prefetch.
When a power cut failure occurs, a permanent checkpoint is restored, the memory con-
tents being lost. In such a case, application working sets need to be completely reloaded
from disks.
4 Evaluation of cleaner algorithm variants
4.1 Prototype overview
We have implemented a user-level prototype of our highly-available PSLS. The prototype
has been developped on a cluster of dual processors PCs. The prototype consists in an
integration of a sequential consistency-based SVM and a basic PFS. The coherence and
access management unit in the SVM and the PFS is equal to the size of a memory page
(4KB). Nodes are based on Pentium II (450 MHz) and has a 256 M-byte local memory.
The system is based on the Scalable Coherent Interface SCI [6]. In the prototype, the SCI
network has a latency of about 5 microsecond and a throughput of about 60 M-bytes per
second. Performance results have been obtained from the execution of Modified Gram
Schmidt (MGS) algorithm.
4.2 Memory versus cleaner checkpointing algorithm
Figure 5 shows a comparison of the execution times obtained with MGS with the memory
checkpoint algorithm and with the permanent checkpoint algorithm. Different checkpoint
frequencies have been used for the experimentations. The call to the checkpoint primitive
is placed at the beginning of the main loop of MGS. So, the frequency is given as an inter-
val between checkpoints expressed in number of vectors. A frequency of 250 means that a
checkpoint is saved each time 250 vectors have been computed (it corresponds to a check-
point every 4 seconds). An overhead of 100% means that the execution time of the fault
tolerant version of the application is twice the one of the standard version.
We see that the overhead increases with the number of checkpoints. Indeed, each time
a checkpoint is saved a global synchronization of all processors is needed. Moreover, a
greater amount of recovery data is dealt with in MGS when the checkpointing frequency
increases. Checkpointing in memory is very efficient as new recovery data need only to be
saved for pages modified since the last checkpoint and still in memory. The checkpointing
time increases considerably when a permanent checkpoint is saved as a lot of disk accesses
are performed. For instance, at a frequency of 100 for the permanent checkpoint algorithm,
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Figure 5: Comparison between memory and disk checkpoints
512 pages are copied by each node into the PFS. However, a permanent checkpoint is not
intended to be often saved. The interval between two permanent checkpoints should be at
least some minutes in a realistic system.
4.3 Variants of the cleaner checkpointing algorithm
Figure 6 shows the execution time of MGS for different variants of the cleaner checkpoint
algorithm and for various checkpoint frequencies.
We observe that the memory behavior is altered in several policies. This has an impact
for high frequencies essentially. This is due to the fact that modified active copies that
were writable before a checkpoint are transformed into readable recovery copies (read-only)
during the checkpoint. This generates a large number of access right growths.
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Figure 6: Comparison of different variants of the cleaner checkpoint algorithm
5 Related Work
Very few other works has been done on file mapping in software DSM with a PFS [10, 13]
but none of them is designed to tolerate node failures.
Several recoverable software shared virtual memory systems have been proposed [15].
In [3], a reliable remote paging mechanism is described for a network of workstations.
However, to our knowlegde, all these memory management systems do not consider issues
related to the interactions between the memory management system and a (parallel) file
system.
XFS [17] is a highly available parallel file system which implements cooperative caching.
In contrast to our system, memory and disk management is not integrated. Moreover, XFS
provides a standard read/write interface and implements RAID-5 rather than mirroring to
ensure the high availability of files. Thus complex mechanisms (management of write logs)
are needed to efficiently implement a distributed RAID-5 mechanism.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient two-level checkpointing mechanism for a PSLS
integrating a SVM and a PFS. This approach enables a cluster to tolerate transient, permanent
as well as power cut failures without reqiuiring any specific harware. The default checkpoint
algorithm establishes efficiently a checkpoint in memory, its main limitation is the memory
space it requires to be implemented correctly. To overcome this drawback, we propose an
alternative checkpointing algorithm, called cleaner, based on disk ressource usage. The
cleaner algorithm enables (i) to clean the memories when they are saturated in order to be
able to establish memory checkpoints later and, (ii) to establish a permanent checkpoint on
disk. This enables to tolerate power cut failure of the whole cluster.
We have implemented these algorithms in a preliminary prototype and have studied the
impact on performance of these two algorithms: the memory algorithms and the different
variants of the cleaner algorithm. Not suprinsingly, experience shows that checkpointing the
data in memory is much more efficient than on disks. Thus, the frequency of disk chekpoint
as well as the cleaning policy must be chosen carefully to keep the cost reasonable. Future
work includes further study to select the most appropriate cleaning policy depending on the
access patterns of the application.
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